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Intelligence analysts, like other professionals, form norms that define standards of
tradecraft excellence. These norms, however, have evolved in an idiosyncratic manner
that reflects the influence of prominent insiders who had keen psychological insights but
little appreciation for how to translate those insights into testable hypotheses. The net
result is that the prevailing tradecraft norms of best practice are only loosely grounded
in the science of judgment and decision-making. The “common sense” of prestigious
opinion leaders inside the intelligence community has pre-empted systematic validity
testing of the training techniques and judgment aids endorsed by those opinion leaders.
Drawing on the scientific literature, we advance hypotheses about how current best
practices could well be reducing rather than increasing the quality of analytic products.
One set of hypotheses pertain to the failure of tradecraft training to recognize the most
basic threat to accuracy: measurement error in the interpretation of the same data and
in the communication of interpretations. Another set of hypotheses focuses on the
insensitivity of tradecraft training to the risk that issuing broad-brush, one-directional
warnings against bias (e.g., over-confidence) will be less likely to encourage self-critical,
deliberative cognition than simple response-threshold shifting that yields the mirror-
image bias (e.g., under-confidence). Given the magnitude of the consequences of better
and worse intelligence analysis flowing to policy-makers, we see a compelling case for
greater funding of efforts to test what actually works.

Keywords: judgment and decision making, intelligence analysis, debiasing, error management, corrective action,
organizational policies

INTRODUCTION

Intelligence organizations in government play a vital role in informing the upper echelons of
policymaking, the leaders of nations and their staff who are vested with the responsibility of
protecting national security and promoting national interests. Within a given nation, the collective
of intelligence organizations – euphemistically known as the intelligence community or, simply,
the IC – therefore has an epistemic mandate to deliver timely, relevant, and accurate information
to decision makers who operate under time and accountability pressures, the fog of uncertainty,
and with foreknowledge that their decisions may alter the course of history.

How then has the IC sought to guarantee for policymakers and the public that they are doing
their best to meet their epistemic mandate, given that the vast majority of substantive intelligence
relies on human judgments made under conditions of deep uncertainty (Kent, 1964)? Do the
IC’s tactics to ensure judgment quality rest on sound strategy properly informed by key concepts,
methods and findings from judgment and decision science, the field that speaks directly to the
challenges the IC faces? To the latter question, we believe the answer is – No. Yet we also
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remain optimistic that the IC could substantially improve the
quality of its judgments if it took appropriate steps to correct its
current corrective strategy – steps that we lay out as a set of IC
policy prescriptions.

THE IC’S CURRENT CORRECTIVE
APPROACH

The IC is well aware both that its primary analytic product is
judgment to support decision-making and that human judgment
is prone to bias and error. Sherman Kent, an historian recruited
to the fledgling IC during World War II and now widely
regarded as the founder of modern intelligence analysis, was
keenly concerned about the threats that confirmation bias and
groupthink posed to epistemic integrity (Scoblic, 2018). Richards
Heuer Jr. went further, documenting in Psychology of Intelligence
Analysis (Heuer, 1999) how cognitive biases, much of which were
revealed in the heuristics-and-biases research program inspired
by Kahneman et al. (1982), could skew intelligence judgments
and raise the risk of intelligence failure.

Heuer and others improvised simple, back-of-the-napkin,
judgment-support methods that analysts could self-apply to
debias their judgments and consequently improve their accuracy.
The methods, which came to be known as structured analytic
techniques or SATs, have proliferated (see Heuer and Pherson,
2014) and continue to represent the IC’s main tactical approach to
combatting judgment error. In the United States, the Intelligence
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 mandated use of
SATs and many of them are presented to analysts in intelligence
training as methods for coping with their unavoidable “mindsets
and biases” (Marchio, 2014; Coulthart, 2017; Chang et al., 2018).
More recently, Intelligence Community Directive 203 on analytic
standards, promulgated by the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI), states that analysts “must employ reasoning
techniques and practical mechanisms that reveal and mitigate
bias” (Office of Director of National Intelligence [ODNI], 2015,
p. 2), by which they mean SATs. Variants of this approach have
spread to many other nations (e.g., Butler, 2004), an excellent
example of a phenomenon that sociologists dub “institutional
isomorphism.” The SAT paradigm has spread not because there
is evidence it works, but because influential professionals in
the most powerful organization have endorsed it and no one
wants to fall behind prevailing norms of best practices. In these
environments, pressures for interoperability can easily trump
systematic searches for optimal design, resulting in suboptimal
cross-organizational learning.

CRITIQUE OF THE CURRENT
APPROACH

The IC’s current approach to judgment correctives is flawed for
several reasons. We focus here on those that apply to the IC’s
general approach to judgment correction and do not descend into
the weeds to critique individual SATs. Given space constraints,
we condense our arguments into two areas of critique: core

organizational limitations and core conceptual limitations. These
areas are related, and have a common denominator in the
IC’s slow uptake from judgment and decision science, which
followed from its commitment to an incidental approach, or
lack of interest in pursuing a sustained, programmatic, and
scientific approach to tradecraft innovation. We briefly address
that common denominator before turning to the two areas of
critique.

The Incidental Approach to IC Innovation
The IC’s current approach to judgment correctives emerged
from the attention of a handful of diligent analysts to specific
problems they encountered in the practice of intelligence from
the 1940s to 1980s. For instance, Kent’s stubborn preoccupation
with improving the fidelity of communications of uncertainty
estimates was affected by his direct experience with a policy-
maker who was unsure of the meaning of the expression,
“serious possibility,” that appeared in a 1951 National Intelligence
Estimate on the probability of a Soviet invasion of Yugoslavia that
year (Kent, 1964). When Kent asked his colleagues on the Board
of National Estimates what they thought the term meant, he
got answers ranging from 1:4 to 4:1 odds, which Kent described
as jolting. Similarly, Heuer’s interest in intelligence tradecraft –
and “alternative analysis,” in particular – was sparked by his
involvement in the case of Soviet KGB defector Yuri Nosenko and
his conclusion that the United States IC made inadequate effort to
consider alternative explanations for a string of suspicious events
that seemed to support the conclusion that Nosenko was a KGB
disinformation agent (Heuer, 1987).

These tradecraft mavericks deserve credit for their trailblazing
efforts to improve the practice of intelligence analysis. However,
their examples also lay bare the adverse consequences of an
ad hoc, character-driven approach to developing tradecraft.
Critically, none of these tradecraft developers had advanced
expertise in judgment and decision science. For example,
although Heuer was well read in literature on higher-order
cognition, he did not pursue it at a professional or even post-
graduate level, and he was not trained in research methods
and statistical analysis. It is therefore unsurprising that he did
not subject his methods – notably the Analysis of Competing
Hypotheses (ACH) technique – to experimental tests of whether
they actually improved judgment in measurable ways.

Organizational Limitations
Testing hypotheses is fundamental to both basic and applied
sciences. Even our best ideas need to be put to rigorous empirical
tests because most good ideas still fail. Mandel (in press) recently
argued that the IC’s approach to tradecraft development follows
what he called the goodness heuristic. Using this heuristic, if,
upon mental inspection, an idea such as an imagined SAT for
debiasing judgment seems good, then one should act on it as if
it were in fact good because it probably is good. The goodness
heuristic, which rests on a very likely excessively optimistic prior
probability for ideational success, therefore takes Kahneman’s
(2011) WYSIATI (what-you-see-is-all-there-is) principle to the
next level by elucidating its implications for action by individuals
and organizations.
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Yet, as any seasoned scientist knows, not only do good
ideas need to be rigorously tested, they need to be tested using
multi-task and multi-benchmark methods (e.g., Mellers et al.,
2017). There also should ideally be a diverse pool of ideas being
tested by independent clusters of researchers, and among those
clusters there must be a healthy sense of competition in epistemic
tournaments, whether organized or ad hoc (e.g., Tetlock et al.,
2017). This is vital because scientists, as theorists, can become
prisoners of their preconceptions all too easily (Tetlock and
Henik, 2005). Moreover, scientists, like all individuals, pursue
goals other than purely epistemic ones (Mandel and Tetlock,
2016). It is vital, therefore, that scientists’ ideas and key findings
be subject to peer scrutiny.

Those who shaped the IC’s current approach to judgment
correctives varied in their commitment to testing ideas
scientifically. Heuer, who had the greatest direct impact on the
SAT approach to judgment correctives, questioned the value of
science in adjudicating on the merits of proposed corrective
methods. In an August 15, 2010 response to suggestions posted
on an online discussion of the International Association for
Intelligence Education that his ACH technique be empirically
tested, Heuer wrote:

Can’t we have confidence in making a common sense judgment
that going through the process of assessing the inconsistency of
evidence will generally improve the quality of analysis? Similarly,
can’t we have confidence in making a common sense judgment
that starting the analysis with a set of hypotheses will, on average,
lead to better analysis than starting by looking at the pros and cons
for a single hypothesis? Do we really need an empirical analysis of
these two points? Is it really feasible to do a high quality empirical
analysis of the effectiveness of these two points?1

He also expressed reservations about the feasibility of
experiments to test methods such as ACH, concluding, “If the
empirical testing of my two claims about the value of ACH
doesn’t replicate exactly how ACH is (or should be) used in the
Intel Community, I would be inclined to ignore it and stick with
my common sense judgment.”

It is ironic that one of the IC’s foremost tradecraft
contributors, who stressed the importance of combatting
confirmation bias, would take this stand. Yet the inconsistency
should not shock us. The double standard – intuition is fine for
me, but not for you – is simply more anecdotal evidence of the
well-documented bias blind spot, the tendency to perceive biases
in others’ thinking and judgments more easily than in one’s own
(Pronin et al., 2002).

We do not blame Heuer and others for exhibiting what most
of us exhibit to varying degrees, but his stance highlights a
consequence of the IC’s decision over much of its history to
invest very little in improving judgment quality through science,
while investing heavily in collections technology. Over the last
decade, the United States IC has changed this approach and
now funds the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity
(IARPA), which is programmatic, engaging large numbers of
scientists from industry and academia, and which has led to

1Heuer, R. J., Jr., August 15, 2010 email correspondence sent to the International
Association for Intelligence Education.

important scientific advances that hold promise for improving
intelligence products. Whether these advances can be effectively
integrated into the analytic training and workflows of intelligence
organizations remains to be seen.

Conceptual Limitations
The IC’s traditional approach to analytic tradecraft has also
fostered conceptual setbacks. While a heavy emphasis is placed
on the mitigation of cognitive biases, virtually no attention is
given to the problem of imprecision and unreliability caused
by “noisy” unsystematic error (Chang et al., 2018). Moreover,
cognitive biases are conceptualized as unipolar phenomena
needing to be reduced rather than as bipolar phenomena in
which bias reduction strategies would require knowing where one
was starting from, both in terms of direction and magnitude.
Consequently, undue faith has been placed in assumptions
regarding what types of biases needed to be corrected. For
instance, whereas overconfidence is seen as problematic and
attention is drawn to it in analytic training, the polar-
opposite bias, underconfidence, is virtually ignored. However,
recent studies show evidence of underconfidence in strategic
intelligence forecasts (Mandel and Barnes, 2014, 2018) and in
intelligence analysts’ probability judgments in experimental tasks
(Mandel, 2015).

When we look at the research literature on how people
cope with accountability demands (Lerner and Tetlock, 1999),
we worry that the IC’s indiscriminate injunctions to beware
of overconfidence will mainly yield indiscriminate response-
threshold shifts – and the mirror-image bias of underconfidence.
The net effect will be to further water down the informativeness
of intelligence assessments for decision makers with excessive
uncertainty. Similarly, the main effect of broad-brush warnings
about confirmation bias might well be to induce endless second-
guessing, to the point of analysis paralysis. Ultimately, the
unipolar view of cognitive bias has allowed the IC to conveniently
skirt value-laden, vexing questions about how bias-reduction
tradeoffs should be resolved.

The IC’s error-neglect blind spot is equally troubling. Not
only has the IC not taken proactive measures to minimize
noise in intelligence judgments, noise neglect signals that the
IC has not carefully considered how the very techniques they
promote to minimize bias might amplify noise (Chang et al.,
2018). Yet the weakly defined multistep processes that most
SATs represent are no less than covert greenhouses for noise
production. While giving the appearance of a standardized
judgment-support process, SATs actually leave a long list of
implementation decisions to analysts. How much agreement is
there among analysts on such decisions? How reliably do the
same analysts make these decisions over time? The few extant
studies do not inspire optimism. For example, analysts asked
to judge the probability of information accuracy on the basis
of Admiralty-code ratings of source reliability (i.e., A–F) and
information credibility (i.e., 1–6) were unreliable when the two
ratings were incongruent in ordinal value, and inter-analyst
agreement plummeted as scale incongruence increased (Mandel,
2018, Annex D).
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In comparison to the Admiralty code, SATs like ACH create
vast opportunities for inconsistency to flourish. To take just one
example, consider the engine of ACH, which involves listing
evidence in rows, hypotheses in columns, and then assessing the
degree of consistency in each cell of the matrix. The meaning of
consistency is left up to the analyst to interpret. One might treat
it as the probability of the evidence given the hypothesis, while
another might treat it as the inverse of that probability. Another
still might assess whether the hypothesis necessarily follows from
the evidence or vice versa, while yet another might run the test
but with plausibility substituting for necessity. Perhaps the most
common approach is to judge the representativeness of one to the
other. In that case, and not without a touch of irony, ACH would
be promoting the use of the representativeness heuristic under
the guise of a debiasing strategy.

CORRECTING THE IC’S CURRENT
CORRECTIVE APPROACH

Both the organizational and conceptual limitations of the
IC’s approach to judgment correctives, in particular, and
analytic tradecraft, in general, stem from its ad-hoc, unscientific
and character-driven nature. For the IC to develop effective
correctives, it should abandon the complacent strategy of waiting
for the next Kent or Heuer to spontaneously arise. The IC needs
a diverse infusion of ideas from scientists outside the IC. It needs
those scientists not only to put forward their best ideas, but also to
test them in rigorous experiments or experimental tournaments.
The IC should take the most promising results and work with
scientific teams to transition the ideas into analytic processes.
Those teams should also work with their IC counterparts to
devise rigorous ways of trialing those processes, and the results
of those trials should be taken seriously. What might work in an
IARPA tournament, might not work so well in practice. If not,
then reasons for variance in efficacy should be examined. Is the
original idea doomed to transition failure, or was the transition
strategy flawed but correctable?

The IC also should abandon the assumption that analytic
judgments made in the absence of SATs must be intuitive and
flawed. They should further banish the corollary view that
although a SAT might not be perfect, it’s better than nothing.
The first assumption is certainly wrong and the second is
probably wrong too. While intuitive processes enter into analysts’
judgments, surely so can deliberative thought. SATs foster the
illusion that intuition is driven from the judgment process. In
reality, it is likely transferred to the process of conducting the SAT
exercise itself. The effects of such transfer can be far from banal.
For instance, SATs might disrupt good deliberative reasoning
about the substantive issues. They might bolster undeserved
confidence in the accuracy and logical coherence of analysts’
judgments. And they might foster IC complacency through
the belief that corrective measures are sound and sufficient.
For example, Mandel et al. (2018) report that intelligence
analysts who were trained in ACH and who were instructed to
use ACH to solve a probabilistic hypothesis-testing task were
significantly more susceptible to coherence-violating unpacking

effects (Tversky and Koehler, 1994) than a control sample of
analysts from the same cohort who were not trained in ACH and
who were left to their own reasoning devices.

Finally, the IC should broaden its horizons and start thinking
beyond the analyst. All SATs share a focus on supporting the
analyst, whether individually or in teams. Yet no attention has
been given to how intelligence organizations might improve
the accuracy of assessments through a range of post-analytic
means such as recalibrating probabilistic judgments to correct
for observable biases and aggregating judgments to boost signal-
to-noise ratios through error cancelation and performance-
sniffing methods. Recalibrating forecasts to make them more
extreme has been shown to improve calibration in IARPA’s
“ACE” geopolitical forecasting tournament (Baron et al., 2014;
Turner et al., 2014) and in actual strategic intelligence forecasts
(Mandel and Barnes, 2014). Likewise, recalibration methods
that “coherentize” probability judgments by forcing them to
respect one or more axioms of probability calculus, such as
additivity and unitarity, can improve accuracy (Karvetski et al.,
2013). The IC could also leverage decades of research on
the benefits of statistically aggregating probability estimates.
Taking an unweighted arithmetic average of multiple estimates
is a highly effective method of error cancelation (Clemen
and Winkler, 1999). More sophisticated aggregation methods
that exploit individual differences in coherence (Predd et al.,
2008; Wang et al., 2011; Karvetski et al., 2013) or other
measurable aspects of performance (Cooke and Goossens,
2008) also hold promise for the IC. Indeed, Mandel et al.
(2018) found that analysts’ judgment accuracy was substantially
improved by first coherentizing and then aggregating their
judgments.

To accelerate the discovery process, the IC should also take
steps to systematically monitor the accuracy of its products. This
will reveal the types of corrective actions most needed, and it
can also shed light on factors that predict judgment accuracy.
The results may be counter-intuitive and impossible to predict
from theory. For instance, contrary to intuitive expectation,
topic-related expertise among cancer research experts did not
predict better accuracy in forecasting the reproducibility of
cancer trial results, but expertise defined in terms of publication
impact (h-index) did (Benjamin et al., 2017). Likewise, Tetlock
(2005) found that political experts working inside their self-
described domain of competence were no more accurate than
experts working outside their domain in a geopolitical forecasting
tournament. Ferreting out the factors that could be used in
performance-sniffing weighting methods will take time and
research effort, but these and other post-analytic interventions
could significantly boost the IC’s judgment accuracy in years to
come. The IC only needs to reduce the probability of a trillion-
dollar mistake by a tiny amount to justify multi-million-dollar
research investments.
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